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Abstract
Complex network formalism allows to explain the behavior of systems com-
posed by interacting units. Several prototypical network models have been
proposed thus far. The small-world model has been introduced to mimic two
important features observed in real-world systems: i) local clustering and ii)
the possibility to move across a network by means of long-range links that
significantly reduce the characteristic path length. A natural question would
be whether there exist several “types” of small-world architectures, giving
rise to a continuum of models with properties (partially) shared with other
models belonging to different network families. Here, we take advantage of
the interplay between network theory and time series analysis and propose
to investigate small-world signatures in complex networks by analyzing mul-
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tifractal characteristics of time series generated from such networks. In par-
ticular, we suggest that the degree of right-sided asymmetry of multifractal
spectra is linked with the degree of small-worldness present in networks. This
claim is supported by numerical simulations performed on several parametric
models, including prototypical small-world networks, scale-free, fractal and
also real-world networks describing protein molecules. Our results also indi-
cate that right-sided asymmetry emerges with the presence of the following
topological properties: low edge density, low average shortest path, and high
clustering coefficient.
Keywords: Multifractal spectrum; Spectrum asymmetry; Time series;
Complex network; Small-world.
1. Introduction
Nonlinear time series analysis [5] and network theory [4] have become
standard frameworks for analyzing complex systems. Interesting hybridiza-
tions of the two frameworks are becoming popular as well, providing the
possibility to study system dynamics observed as time series but analyzed in
terms of topological features of associated complex network [6, 16, 42, 46];
analogously, complex networks can be studied in terms of time series analy-
sis. For instance, recent works indicate the possibility to characterize network
structures in terms of scaling and related (multi)fractal properties of suitably
generated time series [29, 34, 36, 45].
A number of complex network models have been proposed in the litera-
ture [26, 33]. Among the many, the so-called “small-world” networks have
had substantial impact on the understanding of a wide range of complex nat-
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ural and technological systems [1], such as brain [3] and metabolic networks
[13], and smart electrical grids [17]. An interesting practical issue with theo-
retical implications is whether real-world complex systems can be completely
associated with prototypical networks within, for instance, the small-world
family or they are actually better described as hybrids of different models.
The idea of a “network morphology” [2] comes handy here, conceptualizing
parametric network models on a configuration space, where different regions
of such a space are occupied by networks with different theoretical/practical
properties. Efforts in this direction include two recent works of particu-
lar interest. The first one [15] studies the necessary architectural trade-off
needed to obtain modular networks (having fractal intra-module topology)
with small-world features found in brain networks; the second one provides a
theoretical model describing phase transitions between small-world and frac-
tal network models [38], properties that cannot otherwise co-exist in a single
complex network.
Considering the recent data deluge and relaxing the assumption of a gen-
eral clear-cut between network models, it seems reasonable to design methods
that can provide a quantitative measure expressing the membership of a given
experimental network to a network family, e.g., the small-world one. To this
end, Humphries and Gurney [22] suggested a measure of “small-worldness”,
hence providing a way to quantify how much a given network is actually a
small-world network.
In this paper, we elaborate over the dualism between complex networks
and time series analysis and show that fractal analysis of time series can
be used to judge over the degree of small-worldness present in networks.
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Specifically, we frame our contribution between random walks [7, 40] and
multifractal analysis of time series [18, 25, 31]. Random walks are used
to generate time series of suitable vertex properties, which are successively
analyzed within the multifractal analysis framework. The novelty of our
contribution can be summarized as follows:
• We propose to use the degree of right-sided asymmetry of multifrac-
tal spectra [10], i.e., the degree to which spectra are stretched on the
right-hand side, estimated for time series generated from complex net-
works as a signature of small-worldness in the corresponding networks.
This claim is supported by experimental results on Watts-Strogatz
[43], Dorogovtsev-Goltsev-Mendes [9], Song-Havlin-Makse [41] network
models and on real data describing protein contact networks [27];
• The proposed criterion based on right-sided spectrum asymmetry can
be applied also to networks where local clustering coefficient cannot
be defined (e.g., in tree-like networks). For instance, on Song-Havlin-
Makse networks clustering coefficient cannot be computed. Hence, con-
ventional measures of small-worldness cannot be used. On the other
hand, we show that the degree of right-sided asymmetry can be used
also in these cases as a reliable indicator of network small-worldness;
• We argue that low edge density, low average shortest path, and high
clustering coefficient are topological properties linked with the emer-
gence of right-sided spectrum asymmetry of at least one of the three
vertex observables taken into account. This finding is connected with
the results shown in Ref. [22], where the authors suggest a measure of
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small-worldness and show that when edge density is increased, Watts-
Strogatz networks become indistinguishable from Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graphs,
hence losing their characteristic small-world signature.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
the methods used for the analysis. In Section 3, we present and discuss
the results of our analysis performed on various networks. Conclusions and
future directions follow in Section 4
2. Methods
2.1. Random walks on graphs and related time series of vertex properties
Let G = (V , E) be an undirected graph, with V , n = |V|, and E denoting
the sets of vertices and edges, respectively. A Markovian random walk in a
graph [30] is a first-order Markov chain on the graph vertices. Transitions
among vertices are dictated by the transition matrix,
[0, 1]n×n 3 T = D−1A, (1)
where A is the adjacency matrix of G and D is a diagonal matrix of vertex
degrees, i.e., Dii = deg(vi) =
∑n
j=1 Aij.
Let p0 be an initial distribution for the chain. The probability of the
states at time t > 0 can be computed by the following recursion: pt =
pt−1T = p0Tt. The stationary distribution of the chain, pi, is a probability
vector satisfying pi = piT. If the graph is undirected and non-bipartite,
then it always possesses a (unique) stationary distribution that can be easily
computed from the degree distribution, pii = deg(vi)/(2|E|). A stationary
random walk is hence completely described by pi.
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Let us define a time-homogeneous vertex property map as MP : V → OP ,
where OP is the domain of vertex property P , such as degree, closeness cen-
trality or other, user-defined vertex properties. By performing a (stationary)
random walk on G, we generate a sequence of vertices, (vi0 , vi1 , ..., viT ), which
are visited over a finite yet sufficiently large time span T  1. It is possible
to associate to such a random walk a sequence of observables by emitting at
each time instant t the corresponding vertex property given by Ot = MP (vit),
where vit is the ith vertex of G that is visited at time t. This process gen-
erates a sequence of vertex properties, SP = (O0, O1, ..., OT ). It is worth
noting that a first-order Markov process is by definition a memory-less pro-
cess. Nonetheless, as first observed in [29, 34, 45], time series SP of vertex
properties emitted by such a process might posses a complex organization
characterized by a non-trivial correlation structure, which can be quanti-
fied by means of the multifractal analysis framework. As in [36], here we
consider the following properties: vertex degree (VD), clustering coefficient
(VCL), and closeness centrality (VCC).
2.2. Scaling of fluctuations and multifractal analysis
Self-similarity of time series can be investigated by focusing on the scaling
properties of the fluctuations, F (s), expressed as a function of the length-
scale s > 0 [20]. Self-similar signals posses power-law scaling of the fluctu-
ations, i.e. F (s) ∼ sH , where H is called Hurst exponent. When H = 1/2
only short-term correlations are present in the signal; H > 1/2 indicates
persistency of the underlying process, i.e., the presence of long-term cor-
relations, while H < 1/2 points out the presence of anti-correlations [21].
Several different methods have been proposed to analyze the fluctuations of
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the stationary component of a time series [14, 37, 44]. The Detrended Fluc-
tuation Analysis (DFA) procedure is a state-of-the-art method conceived for
this purpose [24]. Its generalization, called Multifractal Detrended Fluctua-
tion Analysis (MF-DFA) [23, 35], accounts also for multi-scaling, allowing a
multi-level characterization of time series.
MF-DFA operates by analyzing the profile of a time series, which is
then divided in Ns non-overlapping segments of equal length s. In order
to account for non-stationarities due to trends, a polynomial function is
fitted on (and then removed from) each of the 2Ns segments. The proce-
dure then computes the local variance, denoted as F2(ν, s), for each segment
ν = 1, . . . , 2Ns. The qth-order moment of the local variance is given by
Fq(s) = {1/2Ns
∑2Ns
ν=1 [F2(ν, s)]
q/2}1/q, where q ∈ R operates as a magnifica-
tion factor (to analyze the time series at different resolutions). In order to
check if the scaling of the variance follows a power law, i.e., Fq(s) ∼ sh(q),
the last steps are repeated for several scales s of increasing length. The gen-
eralized Hurst exponent, denoted as h(q), characterizes the q-dependency of
the fluctuation scaling. A time series is called monofractal if h(q) does not
depend on q. On the other hand, when the dependency is strong enough, the
time series is said multifractal.
The multifractal spectrum (MFS), denote as f(·), describes the multi-
fractal properties of a time series and is given by
f(α) = q(α− h(q)) + 1, (2)
where α = h(q) + qh′(q) is called Ho¨lder exponent. It is worth noting that
f(α) corresponds to the Hausdorff dimension of a subset of the input data
where the Ho¨lder exponent is equal to α. The multifractal spectrum (2)
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encodes important information regarding the sensitivity to fluctuations with
high/low magnitudes, analyzed by using positive/negative q values. The
width of the support of f(·) is defined as
∆α = α(qmin)− α(qmax), (3)
where qmin and qmax denote the lower and upper end points of q, respectively.
The width of the spectrum offers an important quantitative complexity mea-
sure: the larger the width, the higher the complexity of the time series.
In addition, the degree of asymmetry Aα of MFS (2) is another important
feature to be taken into account [10],
Aα =
∆αL −∆αR
∆αL + ∆αR
, (4)
where ∆αL and ∆αR denote the width of the left and right part of f(α),
respectively. A negative value for Aα implies right-sided asymmetry (i.e.,
spectra are stretched on the right-hand side), highlighting a stronger mul-
tifractality on smaller fluctuations. Conversely, left-sided spectra denote a
higher heterogeneity for large fluctuations [10].
2.3. Quantitative measures of small-worldness
A quantitative measure of small-worldness is defined in [22] as follows:
S =
γwsg
λg
, (5)
where
γwsg =
Cwsg
Cwsrand
, (6)
λg =
Lg
Lrand
. (7)
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In Eq. 6, Cwsg is the average clustering coefficient of a given WS network
g,
Cwsg = 〈cwsi 〉i, (8)
cwsi =
2mi
ki(ki − 1) , (9)
where cwsi is the clustering coefficient of ith vertex, mi and ki denote, respec-
tively, the number of edges between the direct neighbors of vertex i and its
degree. Analogously, Cwsrand denotes the average clustering coefficient of the
corresponding Erdo¨s-Re´nyi (ER) network with the same edge density, which
is defined as:
ζ = 2m/(n(n− 1)), (10)
where m and n are the number of edges and vertices, respectively. Eq. 7 is
defined in a similar way but using average shortest path (ASP) instead of
clustering coefficient.
As discussed in [22], the categorical definition of small-world network
given above implies λg ≥ 1 and γwsg  1. This fact imposes S > 1 for
small-world networks: the larger the value of S, the higher the degree of
small-worldness.
3. Results
The experimental results presented in this paper have been obtained by
generating random walks with T = 106 time-steps; results are always in-
tended as averages of ten different random realizations of such random walks.
A recent study [34] points to the differences between short- and long-term
correlations in the considered vertex observables. In particular, the data are
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strongly autocorrelated on short time-scales, whereas they can be considered
as independent on large time-scale hence giving rise to a pronounced cross-
over in the fluctuation functions. Therefore, in this paper we concentrate
mainly on short-range correlations (i.e., scales s < 800) as more important
from the perspective of the network structure here taken into account.
3.1. Watts-Strogatz model
Here we discuss the outcome of the analysis conducted on Watts-Strogatz
(WS) models [43]. There are two main parameters affecting the topology
of WS networks: the number k of nearest neighbors in the initial ring-like
topology and the probability p of rewiring an edge to a uniformly chosen pair
of vertices. In our experiments, k assumes values in {4, 6, ..., 24} and p in
[0, 1]. Notably, for each value of k, we select ten network configurations by
increasing p with a step of 0.1. When p = 1, all edges are randomly rewired,
hence heavily affecting the resulting WS network topology. WS networks are
always composed by 103 vertices.
Fig. 1 shows results obtained with k = 6 and three representative settings
for p, namely low (p = 0.1), medium (p = 0.3), and high (p = 0.9) rewiring
probability. In this case, WS networks are sparse, in the sense that edge
density (10) is low. We note that when p = 0.1, Fig. 1(b), all three vertex
observables denote right-sided asymmetry for the corresponding MFS. As
expected, multifractal characteristics are lost and in addition the spectra
get shifted towards smaller α values as soon as the rewiring probability is
increased. In fact, for p = 0.9 (Fig. 1(f)) we obtain spectra indicating
monofractal character of the time series. These results have been confirmed
by means of the MFDMA method [19] (results not shown).
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A peculiar behaviour is observed for VCL time series. For p > 0.3 and
k = 6, these time series contain many zeros (data not shown) which result
in spurious detection of multifractal features. Thus, even for p = 0.9 MFS
estimated for VCL time series do not resemble monofractal spectra with
Hurst exponent H ≈ 0.5, as obtained for ER graphs with corresponding
edge density (and equal number of vertices). In order to further elaborate
on this issue, we estimated the distribution of eigenvalues of the normalized
Laplacian matrices of ER graphs, as well as of different WS graphs; see Fig.
2. Our results indicate that, to obtain a normalized Laplacian spectrum of a
WS network that resembles the one of a typical ER graph, such WS graphs
have to be generated with large rewiring probability p and also with large
edge density (large k considering the number of vertices).
Fig. 3 shows how the multifractal characteristics are affected by the de-
gree of randomness introduced in WS models by increasing p. In particular,
we note that VD time series become monofractal when p ≥ 0.2. On the other
hand, VCC time series become monofractal when p ≥ 0.5. Moreover, mul-
tifractality of the time series is mainly accompanied by a strong right-sided
asymmetry of the MFS (Fig. 3(c)). The only exceptions are spectra obtained
for WS networks with a very small p = 0.01 (the structure of such graphs is
similar to the initial ring) for which we identify left-sided asymmetry of the
spectrum. The spectra shift systematically towards H ≈ 0.5 when increas-
ing p, suggesting that the temporal organization of the related time series
weakens progressively when increasing degree of graph randomness. Results
for VCL time series and p > 0.3 are not shown due to the computational
artefact mentioned above. Also the neighborhood size, here controlled by k,
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plays a particularly important role in determining the multifractal properties
of vertex observables; see Fig. 4. Our results show that edge density is a key
ingredient for obtaining MFS with right-sided asymmetry. In fact, regard-
less of the values assigned to p, when edge density is too high, MFS become
narrow, i.e., monofractal. Fig. 5 shows the relationship between MFS asym-
metry and the small-worldness measure discussed in Sec. 2.3. We note that
for p = 0.05, k = 6, the asymmetry degree becomes negative, indicating an
asymmetric spectrum stretched on the right-hand side. The value for S in
Eq. 5 are in agreement with this behavior. In fact, in the p = 0.01 case, we
have S = 28.316, while in the p = 0.05 case, we have a higher value, i.e.,
S = 46.219.
These results, taken altogether, suggest that right-sided asymmetry of
MFS could be interpreted also as a signature of network small-worldness.
Notably, WS models producing time series with right-sided spectra are more
small-world than WS models denoting either monofractal or left-sided MFS
asymmetry in the corresponding time series. Finally, it is worth mentioning
that differences between S values calculated for different network configura-
tions (hence yielding different values for Aα) are all statistically significant
(details not shown).
The qualitative explanation of the MFS asymmetry can be inferred from
Fig. 6, where we show a sample time series (Fig. 6(a)) obtained for WS
network with p = 0.1 as well as a visualization of the network (Fig. 6(b)).
It can be easily noticed that large fluctuations of the closeness centrality
coefficient, VCC, are accompanied with long-range network links. Moreover,
long-range links are randomly distributed and constitute a small fraction
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of all connections in the graph. Hence, the random walker visits mainly
short-range connected vertices for which centrality coefficient fluctuates in a
complex way, yet without abrupt changes. This, in turn, results in VCC time
series having a more complex temporal organization for small fluctuations
rather than for the large ones, which is manifested by right-sided asymmetry
of the related MF spectrum.
Robustness of our analysis is demonstrated by reporting results for sur-
rogate time series [39]. For this purpose, we considered two kinds of tests
commonly used in the statistical analysis of time series. The former relies
on analysis of artificial time series generated by means of phase-randomized
Fourier transform algorithm applied to the original data. Hence, by means
of this procedure one can destroy potential non-linear autocorrelations ex-
isting in the time series but still preserve the linear ones. The latter test
is based on shuffling the original time series. This procedure is a simple
and efficient way for destroying all temporal correlations yet preserving the
probability density function of the data. Results on surrogates confirm sta-
tistical significance of our analysis. In the case of surrogates based on Fourier
transform, only monofractal behaviour (∆α < 0.1) [12] is identified, whereas
linear dependencies related to Hurst exponent remain unchanged. Similarly,
randomly shuffled data are characterized by homogeneous scaling properties
being quantified by a single exponent h(q) = H = 0.5 and extremely narrow
spectrum MFS (∆α ≈ 0).
We also perform additional tests to illustrate the contribution of the tem-
poral organization of the small and medium fluctuations in the right-sided
asymmetry of MFS. To this end, data points of original time series with am-
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plitude smaller than a threshold are randomized, whereas larger ones remain
unchanged. This procedure is equivalent to removing correlations between
small fluctuations, leaving the larger ones intact. We apply this procedure
to the VCC time series related to the WS model with p = 0.1, which are
characterized by strong MFS right-sided asymmetry. For normalized time
series (zero mean and unit variance), we consider two values for the thresh-
old T = {0.5σ, 1σ}. The results are depicted in Figure 7. It is evident
that random shuffling of the small and medium fluctuations destroys multi-
fractality in the time series. For T = 1σ we obtain monofractal spectrum
(∆α ≈ 0.07), confirming that complexity of the VCC time series is related
to temporal organization of the small fluctuations.
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Figure 1: Results for WS networks with k = 6 fixed and rewiring probability p = 0.1, 0.3,
and p = 0.9. Multifractality and right-sided asymmetry of MFS are systematically lost
when increasing p. Results for VCL time series and p = 0.9 are not shown due to the
computational artefacts mentioned in the text.
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Figure 2: Spectra of normalized Laplacian matrices related to WS networks generated
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p = 0.9) does not yield networks whose spectra resemble the ones of ER graphs. This fact
helps explaining the peculiar MFS observed for VCL time series: edge density plays an
important role. In fact, the normalized Laplacian spectrum of ER graph is matched only
when k = 14 and p ≥ 0.9.
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Figure 3: Multifractal characteristics of WS graphs with k = 6 fixed and varying p ∈ [0, 1].
Results show that, as the rewiring parameter p increases, the width of MFS, as well as
degree of asymmetry Aα (except for p = 0.01) and Hurst exponent H, decrease systemat-
ically. Results for VCL time series and p > 0.3 are not shown due to the computational
artefacts mentioned in the text.
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Figure 4: Multifractal characteristics of WS graphs with p = 0.1 and varying k ∈
{4, 6, ..., 20}. Results show that the multifractal characteristics are dependent on the edge
density. As we increase k, MFS width ∆α decreases followed by an implicit symmetriza-
tion of the spectra. We note that, when k ≤ 8, MFS are right-sided. These results suggest
that, taken alone, small average shortest path and high clustering coefficient are not suf-
ficient to produce a right-sided spectrum. In fact, edge density (10) is a key ingredient to
observe right-sided asymmetry.
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Figure 5: Plots comparing MFS asymmetry with respect to S in Eq. 5. According to
Fig. 3, this figure is showing results obtained by varying p ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}
and fixing k = 6. Inset: Results obtained according to Fig. 4(c), that is, by varying
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values where multifractality is clearly observed in related time series. Please notice that
results for WS network obtained with p = 0.01, k = 6 are represented separately in the
figure, since they give rise to wide left-sided MFS.
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Figure 6: Results obtained for WS model with p = 0.1. A fragment of the VCC time
series with corresponding vertex identifiers is shown in Fig. 6(a). In Fig. 6(b), we show
a circular visualization of the entire WS network and a magnification corresponding to
the time series fragment taken into account. Edges in blue denote links visited during the
random walk.
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Figure 7: Main: MFS spectra for surrogate of VCC time series for two values of threshold
T = {0.5σ, 1σ}. Monofractal spectrum is obtained for T = 1σ, confirming that multifrac-
tality results from the temporal organization of the small and medium fluctuations. Inset:
Sample fragment of the VCC time series with threshold level marked with white lines.
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3.2. Dorogovtsev-Goltsev-Mendes model
In this section, we analyze results obtained by means of a scale-free net-
work model introduced by Dorogovtsev, Goltsev, Mendes (DGM) [9]. The
DGM model is deterministic and generates scale-free networks whose aver-
age shortest path grows logarithmically with the number of vertices. Hence,
DGM models are also small-world. We consider three DGM model instances
that differ by the number of iterations (7, 8, and 9) used during the growth
process: resulting networks are denoted with DGM7, DGM8, and DGM9, re-
spectively. Results are shown in Fig. 8. It is possible to note that multifrac-
tality is observed only for VD time series, where MFS are wide and strongly
right-sided. The asymmetry is the same for all DGM networks taken into
account, Aα ' −0, 473. However, S in Eq. 5 changes and increases signifi-
cantly: for DGM7 is 244.41; for DGM8 is 1153.88; and for DGM9 is 2709.81.
This fact indicates that the signature of small-worldness (5) should increase
in DGM networks with the size of the graphs. However, this should not hap-
pen as the average shortest path scaling law remains the same regardless of
the graph size. This might suggest that S is sensitive to the network size and
related edge density (DGM7 contains 1095 vertices and 2187 edges, which
gives ζ = 0.003; ζ = 0.001 for DGM8; ζ = 0.0004 for DGM9).
Nonlinear dependence between data constitute the main factors respon-
sible for multifractal organization of time series [11]. However, the fat-tailed
distribution of data can also be a significant ingredient of multifractality
when nonlinear correlations are present [47]. A transformation applied to a
given time series preserves the hierarchical organization of data but changes
the underlying distribution. This, in turn, might result in changes of the
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correlation structure of data that, in turn, depend on the change of the dis-
tribution. In the DGM case, VD and VCL are linked by a precise relation:
ci = 2/ki. The distribution of the VD time series (variance ∼ 3700) is much
more dispersed than VCL ones (variance ∼ 0.15). Thus, heterogeneity of
correlation organization between fluctuation of different amplitudes reflected
in multifractal characteristics is much more evident for VD data than for
VCL time series.
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Figure 8: Results for DGM7, DGM8, and DGM9. Only VD time series denote multifractal
characteristics. Related MFS are right-sided with a similar degree of asymmetry.
3.3. Song-Havlin-Makse fractal model
The Song-Havlin-Makse (SHM) model [41] allows to generate networks
with modular topologies ranging from fractal to non-fractal networks having
small ASP. The SHM model comprises of four main parameters: (i) number
of generations, (ii) number of offspring per vertex, (iii) number of connections
between offsprings, (iv) and e, the probability that hubs stay connected dur-
ing the growth process. Here we keep fixed the first three parameters with
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values 4, 3, and 2, respectively, and vary e within the [0, 1] range in order
to study the effects on the related time series of vertex observables in terms
of MFS features. When e < 1, hubs grow by preferentially linking with
low-degree vertices (anticorrelated attachment mechanism), giving rise to a
robust fractal topology. Attraction between hubs obtained with large values
of e, instead, leads to non-fractal topologies with low ASP – a key ingredient
in small-world networks. In all SHM models, VCL is always zero.
In Fig. 9(a), we show the results for Hurst exponent. The VD time series
denote a nearly constant Hurst exponent as we vary e. The Hurst expo-
nents of VCC time series are characterized by a decreasing trend, remaining
strongly persistent for the entire parameter range. Fig. 9(b) shows the MFS
width for the two vertex observables. As it is possible to notice, for VD
time series the width increases as we generate networks possessing a stronger
small-world signature (i.e., by increasing e). Accordingly, it is possible to
claim that VD time series exhibit multifractal characteristics by varying e in
the entire [0, 1] range. In the VCC case, instead, we note a much stronger
irregularity in terms of multifractal characteristics. A clear multifractal sig-
nature is observed when e is roughly 0.3 and 0.8, whereas in the other cases
MFS width suggest monofractal behavior.
Fig. 9(c) shows the results for MFS asymmetry. For VD time series, we
observe an increase in the degree of right-sided asymmetry as the networks
become more small-world. Therefore, in this case the degree of right-sided
asymmetry is a good predictor of the related network small-worldness. On
the other hand, for the VCC time series we observe a significant change of
asymmetry when 0.45 ≤ e ≤ 0.58. Notably, MFS become strongly left-sided.
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However, the related MFS are narrow in that parameter range, denoting
monofractal characteristics. Hence, we conclude that asymmetry of VCC
time series does not seem to be useful to predict the small-worldness of the
related SHM networks.
Finally, it is worth noting that, as shown in Fig. 9(d), the position of
the cross-over for VCC time series changes as we vary the model parameter
e. In particular, when SHM networks are mostly fractals, i.e., when e ' 0,
it is possible to analyze also larger scales (i.e., s > 103) in the related time
series. In fact, in all other network models taken into account in our study,
we always detected a cross-over roughly at s ' 103, leading to uncorrelated
behavior. We hypothesize that this fact is linked with the self-similarity of
the SHM network topology and leave further investigations as future work.
In Fig. 10, we show the details for three network configurations giving
rise to pure fractal (a), hybrid (b), and small-world (c) topologies. Let us
first discuss the results for VCC time series. For pure fractal models, shown
Fig. 10(a), time series are homogeneous fractal with narrow and symmetric
MFS (∆α ' 0.1). Moreover, VCC time series are strongly persistent (large
Hurst exponent), which we hypothesize to be related to the “forest” structure
of networks giving rise to strong assortativity [32] of closeness centrality
(' 0.9). In the case of hybrid networks, shown in Fig. 10(b), we note left-
sided asymmetry of MFS (although ∆α ' 0.1). In this case, Hurst exponent
is 1.16 and assortativity of VCC is high (0.88). Finally, Fig. 10(c) shows
results for pure small-world networks, where we observe strong right-sided
asymmetry of multifractal spectrum with large Hurst exponent ' 0.95.
The MFS denote different characteristics for the three configurations also
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Figure 9: Multifractal characteristics for SHM model with parameter e (probability that
hubs stay connected) varying in the [0, 1] range. (a) VD time series denote nearly constant
Hurst exponent as e changes, whereas H for VCC time series decreases when increasing
e. (b) For VD time series, MFS width increases for network with stronger signature of
small-worldness (larger e). For VCC case, the multifractality is observed only for e ≈ 0.3
and 0.8. (c) For VD time series, right-sided asymmetry of MFS increases with the degree
of small-worldness. Asymmetry of the spectrum for VCC time series denotes stronger
irregularity. (d) Position of the cross-over in the fluctuation functions for VCC case is
dependent on the e values, indicating its relation with the degree of self-similarity of the
network.
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in the case of VD time series. In general, f(α) becomes systematically wider
(and more right-sided asymmetrical) as the networks become more small-
world (i.e., by increasing e). However, it is worth noting that the MFS
shown in Fig. 10(c) are different from those shown in Fig. 1(b). In fact,
SHM models with large e posses wider MFS with a more pronounced right-
sided asymmetry than WS networks.
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Figure 10: Results for SHM model by considering e ∈ {1, 0.5, 0}. Right-sided asymmetry
of the MFS is visible only for pure small-world networks (e = 0).
Overall, these results strengthen the hypothesis that small-world topolo-
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gies with low edge density lead to right-sided asymmetry in MFS of related
time series. Results are supported by the analysis of suitable surrogates
shown in the corresponding figures. Table 1 summarizes the main character-
istics of the multifractal time series computed on all network models taken
into account in our study.
3.4. Protein contact networks
In this last experimental section, we analyze real-world data describing E.
coli protein molecules [27, 28]. We consider network representations of folded
proteins (i.e., native structures) called protein contact networks (PCNs) [8].
Such networks are formed by considering amino acids as vertices (alpha-
carbon are taken as representatives of amino acids), which are linked by edges
that depend on their proximity (between 4 and 8 A˚) as given by their three-
dimensional coordinates. PCNs posses mixed topological features proper of
several different prototypical models, including small-world, scale-free, frac-
tal, and modular networks. In particular, PCNs posses low ASP and high
(average) clustering coefficient, typical of small-world networks, although it
is not possible to claim that PCNs are pure small-world networks (see [27]
and references therein for details). Here, we take into account four sam-
ple proteins with PDB codes 3DMQ (PCN0058), 4JOM (PCN0179), 2JGD
(PCN0715), and 2QTA (PCN0110).
Results of multifractal analysis are shown in Fig. 11, where we show MFS
computed for the four PCNs taken into account (Fig. 11(a)) and related val-
idation on surrogate time series (Fig. 11(b)). Results change depending on
the vertex observable taken into account. VD time series denote a clear mul-
tifractal, right-sided spectrum only in the PCN0058 case. VCC time series
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Table 1: Main MFS characteristics obtained for artificial networks. Only cases with pro-
nounced multifractality are taken into account here. Relations between degree of small-
worldness S and right-sided asymmetry of the multifractal spectrum Aα is distinctly vis-
ible. Note that for SHM networks, measure S (5) cannot be used due to their tree-like
structure.
Model VCC VD VCL S (5) - degree of
network ∆α Aα ∆α Aα ∆α Aα small-worldness
WS (k = 6, p = 0.01) 0.57 +0.39 - - 0.39 +0.65 28.3
WS (k = 6, p = 0.05) 0.30 -0.65 0.14 -0.24 0.23 -0.73 46.2
WS (k = 6, p = 0.1) 0.21 -0.71 0.15 -0.30 0.12 -0.54 50.3
WS (k = 6, p = 0.2) 0.17 -0.39 - - 0.10 -0.28 44.1
WS (k = 6, p = 0.3) 0.15 -0.20 - - 0.13 -0.14 33.14
WS (k = 6, p = 0.4) 0.15 -0.02 - - - - 23.8
WS (k = 4, p = 0.1) 0.30 -0.48 0.19 -0.40 0.32 -0.57 50.3
WS (k = 8, p = 0.1) 0.23 -0.30 - - - - 41.3
WS (k = 10, p = 0.1) 0.22 -0.18 - - - - 33.3
WS (k = 12, p = 0.1) 0.20 -0.15 - - - - 26.4
WS (k = 14, p = 0.1) 0.15 -0.20 - - - - 28.3
DGM (7,8,9) - - 1.03 -0.47 - - 244.1 - 1153.88
SHM (e = 0) - - 0.62 -0.19 - - -
SHM (e = 0.1) 0.22 -0.88 0.66 -0.24 - - -
SHM (e = 0.2) 0.13 -0.93 0.75 -0.37 - - -
SHM (e = 0.3) 0.39 -0.48 0.71 -0.28 - - -
SHM (e = 0.4) 0.26 -0.40 0.77 -0.33 - - -
SHM (e = 0.5) - - 0.78 -0.38 - - -
SHM (e = 0.6) 0.19 -0.57 1.00 -0.52 - - -
SHM (e = 0.7) 0.27 -0.57 0.95 -0.47 - - -
SHM (e = 0.8) 0.61 -0.81 0.92 -0.41 - - -
SHM (e = 0.9) 0.22 -0.54 1.01 -0.51 - - -
SHM (e = 1) 0.22 -0.43 1.03 -0.51 - - -
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consistently denote right-sided MFS for all four PCNs. Finally, VCL time
series posses some multifractal features, although the MFS are fairly nar-
row; right-sided asymmetry is never observed in this case. Table 2 provides
relevant details regarding PCN topological features and calculations for the
degree of small-worldness as given by Eq. 5 and MFS asymmetry (4) for VCC
time series. It is possible to notice that the degree of right-sided asymmetry
is consistent with other topological features typically observed in small-world
networks.
Table 2: Results for the four PCNs taken into account. Average values over ten random
realizations are reported for the asymmetry of VCC time series.
PCN Vertices Edge ζ (10) ASP ACL S (5) Aα (4) of VCC
PCN0058 938 3320 0.007 9.15 0.26 9.94 -0.35
PCN0179 909 3554 0.008 8.93 0.28 10.97 -0.31
PCN0715 811 3244 0.009 7.81 0.26 11.65 -0.41
PCN0110 801 3327 0.01 7.69 0.28 12.74 -0.49
4. Discussion and final remarks
Networks possessing small-world features are ubiquitous in Nature and
society. Several parametric models allow to obtain networks with hybrid
features, often spanning across different network types with orthogonal char-
acteristics (e.g., fractal and small-world features, in principle, cannot co-exist
within the same network). However, considering the availability of large vol-
ume of data, it is important to design methods that allow to measure the
presence of said features also in experimental networks. Here, we addressed
the important issue of assessing the degree of small-worldness in complex
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Figure 11: Results for E.coli proteins with PDB code 3DMQ (PCN0058), 4JOM
(PCN0179), 2JGD (PCN0715), and 2QTA (PCN0110). Right-sided asymmetry of the
MFS is clearly observed for the VCC time series.
networks. The proposed approach is based on fractal analysis of time series
generated from networks. Our results suggest the possibility to consider the
degree of right-sided asymmetry of multifractal spectra, indicated as Aα in
the paper, as a predictor of the degree of small-worldness present in the cor-
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responding networks. We validated this claim on several models, including
prototypical small-world networks, scale-free, fractal and also real-world net-
works describing protein native structures. The relation between the degree
of small-worldness S proposed in [22] and the degree of right-sided asym-
metry Aα is consistent for Watts-Strogatz and Dorogovtsev-Goltsev-Mendes
models. However, for Song-Havlin-Makse fractal models, S cannot be com-
puted, while the criterion based on Aα still produces consistent outcomes.
Our main result indicates that (i) Aα provides a reliable criterion to assess
small-worldness in networks and (ii) right-sided asymmetry of multifractal
spectra emerges with the presence of the following topological properties:
low edge density, low average shortest path, and high clustering coefficient.
The last claim is in agreements with the findings of Humphries and Gur-
ney [22], which showed that Watts-Strogatz small-world networks become
indistinguishable from Erdo¨s-Re´nyi graphs if, in the former, edge density is
significantly increased.
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